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Council plans
to set higher
parking fines
By Tina Beaumont
staff writer

Staff photo by KEVIN ROPP

Leafing into fall
Junior Lisa Mangiafico playfully kicks through a blanket of leaves on the quad last week.
Though fall has begun to leave its mark on the campus, area weather forecasts call for
mostly sunny skies today with temperatures reaching between 65 and 70 degrees.

Harrisonburg City Council tentatively agreed
Tuesday to impose a stricter parking ordinance in
the residential area near Greek Row.
The council acted in response to complaints
made last month by Port Republic Road-Purcell
Park area residents that parking violators were
vandalizing their homes and cars.
Pending a second reading before City Council
next Tuesday, the new ordinance will require a
parking permit 24 hours a day, seven days a week
in the restricted area.
The area is bounded on the north by Maplehurst
Avenue, on the east by Hillcrest Drive and Interstate 81, on the south by Monument Avenue
and on the west by South Main Street.
Currently, parking permits are required in that
area from 4 a.m. to 6 p.m. and violators are fined
$5.
The ordinance probably will go into effect by
Jan. 1.
Violators will be fined $25. If not paid in 24
hours, the fine will be increased to $35.
The residents' petition last month requested a
$50 fine and also that violators be towed.
But according to Jim Johndrow of Weaver
Avenue, who initiated the petition, towing will be
enforced only as a last resort.
Guests of residents would have more trouble
retrieving towed cars than appealing a ticket, he
said.
Johndrow said he expected the recommendation
would not be approved ui full. "As with any
negotiation, we went for it all, knowing we were
not going to get it."
City Council said if the fine does not deter
violators, the ordinance would be amended to include towinfg^he said.
Richard Baker, president of Pi Kappa Phi
fraternity, said he thinks the new ordinance will
solve the parking problem.
"People are going to park where the fine is
lowest."
Baker said students park on streets near campus
where the fine is less than the $10 charged for parking in restricted lots on campus.
Fraternity members would use Z-lot, located
across Port Republic Road from campus, if there
was a sidewalk to Greek Row, he said. Students
now have to walk down a hill and climb over a
chain to get to the Row.

See PARKING page 2 ►
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break

The Adolph Coors company held a
ground breaking ceremony Saturday for
Its Elkton brewery.
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»* (Continued from page 1)

Baker said he could offer no explanation for vandalism in the area.
Senior Ryan Callis, a member of
Sigma Nu fraternity, said residents
were justified in seeking the stricter
ordinance. He said he parks in the
neighborhood only when he is carrying a large load from his car to the
fraternity house.
Junior Bruce Livingstone, a
member of Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternity, said the increased fine is sufficient to deter illegal parking.
The fine "is a pain in the ass and I
probably won't (park in the
neighborhood) because I can't afford $35, and most people down
here can't," he said.
The ordinance will work "if they
enforce it," Livingstone said. "But
if we find out they won't enforce it
we'll just go ahead and park there."

Staff graphic by CHRIS SPROUSE

JMU professor named Outstanding Woman
Mildred Dickerson, JMU professor of education, has been
selected as this year's Outstanding
Woman of Virginia by the JMU
Faculty Women's Caucus.
Mildred has had quite a career,"
said Elizabeth Weese, instructor of
communication and chairwoman of
the Outstanding Woman of Virginia
committee. "She has made significant contributions, shown dedication to her profession and pride in
her programs."
The award recognizes the recipient's professional achievements.
Nominees must hold a professional
responsibility in her area of service;
be a resident of Virginia or have a
record of service in Virginia; have
made a unique and significant contribution in her professional field; be
respected among her peers; and have
provided a superior quality of
leadership.
Dickerson said, "I'm very
honored to be selected, and I'm particularly honored to be chosen by
people in my own university who
know me."
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The other committee members are
Dr. Sidney Bland, professor of
history, and Dr. Martha Ross, assistant professor of education.
She also said the award is important for early childhood education
students. "Teaching young children
is often looked upon as less important than other careers, and I think
the award to someone in this field
will give them a greater sense of
pride in their profession."
Dickerson earned her bachelor's
degree from Eastern Kentucky State
University and her master's degree
from the University of Kentucky.
She came to JMU in 1958 to initiate the nursery school program at
the Anthony-Seeger laboratory
school.
She supervised the nursery school
until 1967, when the university obtained a grant to develop a graduate
degree program in early childhood
education. When Virginia decided to
institute kindergarten in public
schools, there were few people in
Virginia who know about educating
children under six years old because
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The award will be given during the
annual Dominion Lecture Tuesday
w 2 p.m. in Grafton-Stovall
Theatre.
Five women selected for eminence
in their fields will discuss "The
Liberally Educated Person: Rights
Responsibilities and Rewards" at the
JMU Dominion Lecture
Both events are part of the twoday Dominion Seminar which is
sponsored by the JMU Faculty
Women's Caucus and supported by
the Liberal Studies Committee.

The United States Air Force Bana
will give a free concert Sunday at
7:30 p.m. in Wilson Hall
auditorium.
The band has more than 200
assigned personnel consisting of professional musicians, administrators
and technicians. Each musician must
pass a rigorous audition and meet
high military and musical standards.
Other musical units formed from
within the band include the Concert
Band, Singing Sergeants, Air Force
Strings, Airmen of Note,
Ceremonial Brass, Mach 1 rock
group and Chamber players.
Tickets are needed for admission
to the concert. Tickets can be obtained by sending a self-addressed,
stamped envelope to U.S. Air Force
Band Concert, in care of William
Posey, Music Department, James
Madison University, Harrisonburg,
Va. 22807.
Orders are limited to four tickets
and there is no reserved seating. For
additional information call x6656.
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colleges were not preparing teachers
for this function, Dickerson noted.
She became coordinator of the
early childhood education program
in 1967, and in 1968 when Virginia's
public kindergartens opened, JMU
was one of only two colleges in the
state to offer graduate degrees in
early childhood education.
Three years ago Dickerson returned to full-time teaching and a colleague took over the coordination of
the undergraduate and graduate early childhood educaiton programs.

U.S. Air Force band
to perform Sunday
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DOMINO'S
PI12A
DELIVERS
FREE.

! $1 OFF

Cail Us!

I Dinner
I Special

433-2300
31 Miller Circle

433-3111
22 Terrl Dr,

We accept checks with proper I 0
and 20* service charge.

I $1.00 off any one item or more
! pizza. One coupon per pizza
j Expires: 12/15/85

I

j
I
I
I
I

Anytime after 4 p.m., order a
large 2 item pizza and 4 Cokes
and get $2.00 off. One coupon
per pizza.
Expires: 12/15/85
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Brewing company begins move into Valley
By Constance Walker
staff writer

ELKTON — Colorado came to
the Shenandoah Valley Saturday
bringing two of its well-known
characteristics — cold weather and
Coors beer.
During the chilly morning, the
Adolph Coors Company held its official ground breaking ceremony for
the Coors Shenandoah Brewery in
Elkton. The festivities began Friday
when JMU President Ronald Carrier
drove the Coors Belgian Horse hitch
through Harrisonburg.
The JMU Catering Service provided refreshments at the ceremony and
catered a Coors reception in
Chandler Hall Saturday afternoon.
Among the guests were Dr. Paul
Cline, a JMU professor who recently
was elected to the Virginia House of
Delegates, Mayor Ruth Maurer of
Golden, Colo., Mayor Charles Dean
of Elkton and several members of
the Coors family. Virginia
Governor-elect Gerald Baliles sent a
personal message welcoming Coors
to the area.
About 500 guests from Elkton,
Harrisonburg and Golden gathered
to hear Peter Coors, president of
Coors' brewing division, claim the
Shenandoah Valley as Coors' second
home.
At the ceremonies, Bill Coors,
chairman of the board, said the company will be a "good and responsible
citizen in the community." He said
there is a remarkable degree of community spirit and thanked the
families that gave up their land for
the future needs of the community.
He then presented local educational institutions and community
rescue and fire squads with donations totalling $10,600. "We don't
want to take something out of the
community without putting more into the community," he said.
Coors' contribution to JMU was a
Lee Greenwood concert Saturday
afternoon, with all proceeds from
the ticket sales going to the JMU
Academic Enrichment Fund.
Tickets sold for $7 and Jerry
Weaver, JMU program director,
estimated about 2,000 people attended the concert at the Convocation
Center.
The Coors Company also had
1,100 cases of quart bottles of spring
water trucked in from Golden to give
to the Harrisonburg Salvation Army
to distribute to flood victims who
still are without a water supply.
Although the company had opposition from residents while it was
acquiring land and obtaining zoning
permits, Peter Coors said the vocal
nature of the opposition is nearly
gone.
"When there is change, people
begin to worry about how it will af-

Statt photo by MING LEONG

JMU President Ronald Carrier and his grandson Walter with one of the horses In the Adolph Coors
Company s Belgian hitch. Carrier rode the team from Valley Mall to Cloverleaf Shopping Center
Friday as part of Coors' ground breaking activities.
in refrigerated railroad tank cars.
facility in Rockingham County.
feet them and what the impact will
Peter Coors said the facility will
Although the site is named the
be," he said. "The community needs
Adolph Coors Shenandoah Brewery, package 2.5 million barrels of beer
to see us and get to know us a little
construction will be in phases, star- annually. However, the Virginia
bit more. They need to realize that
ting with a packaging and distribu- brewery ultimately could expand to a
we are not here to turn things upside
tion plant. The packaging facility is $500 million, 10 million barrel-adown."
scheduled to be completed by April year operation, employing about
Carrier said Coors will be a good
1,700 people.
1987.
corporate citizen. Industry expanKuhl said that later this year a
Norman
Kuril,
vice
president
and
sion in the area has been slow in replant manager of the Shenandoah sales study will determine whether
cent years and families that want to
facility, said the ground breaking plans for a brewery expansion will be
remain in the area have given Coors
construction will begin next week. feasible three years down the line.
a wider acceptance because of the
job opportunities, he said.
The environmentalists' opposition
has died, he said, because they have
seen how environmentally conscious
the company is.
Carrier said opposition directed at
the alcohol also has decreased
because people are more tolerant of
drinking as an individual choice.
More programs about the responsible use of alcohol has helped the
situation, he said.
Coors will create job opportunities for graduates of JMU and
other area schools, Carrier said. At
Peter Coors said the Golden faciliOnce fully operational, the $70
the same time, JMU produces
ty is starting to modify current
million facility will employ about
graduates who can work for Coors.
facilities to accommodate its market
230 people, with all but about 25
Golden has been the home of the
needs.
This year, 14.5 million barrels
employees
coming
from
this
area.
Adolph Coors Company, the
of
beer
came out of Golden.
The
packaging
facility
will
finish
nation's fifth largest brewer, for 112
the last stages of the brewing process
Saturday's ceremonies also markyears.
ed the declaration of Elkton and
and will package Coors and Coors
On Aug. 28, Coors announced the
Golden as sister-cities by mayors
Light
beer.
The
beer
will
be
phased construction of its second
Dean and Maurer.
transported to the Shenandoah Plant
brewery beginning with a packaging

"The community needs to see us
and get to know us a little bit more.
They need to realize that we are not
here to turn things upside down."
— Peter Coors,
president of Coors brewing division
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BELLE MEALE
LOUNGE
Rt. 11 South

Mrfe Keep You

Revvin'

434-2367

1435 S. MAIN ST. HARRISONBURG, VA.
Did you miss our open stage Sunday?
We're having another one this Sunday
4 P.M.-8 P.M.
Don't miss it!

®COKE-COLA®
PRODUCTS

-as

*\ggU&J*
§:

OR MICHELOB LIGHT

$1.89

$2.99

_ 6 pack 12 oz. NRB

—. 6 pack 12 oz. NRb

..j ' • ~.

I
7ELEVEN
FRESH GRILLED

HOT DOGS
2 for 99c

7ELEVEN

?

1 LARGE BURRITOI
10 oz.

*

® mmmmmmmmm W
'PEPSI PROA^S
DUCTS m 1

Look into the one
market research
graduate program
thatall
these companies
are involved in:
A.C. Nielsen Company
Advertising Research Foundation
Audits & Surveys, Inc.
Burke Marketing Services
Campbell Soup Co
Coca-Cola USA
Custom Research Inc.
Frilo-Lay
General Foods
General Mills, Inc.
drey Advertising
Kenneth Hollander Associates
McDonald & Little Advertising

2 LITER

Name

I
I

City

-Apt..

Streeu
Day Phone.

-Sute_

_Zip_

ICE CREAM BAR

@ mmmtmmtmM
NACH0S

W

^
\

Cl IIDDCFW
SLURPEE

FRESH, HOT

The University of Georgia's Master of Marketing Research Program is
truly unique. It is governed by a Board of Advisors drawn from the leaders
of industry. Their personal involvement results in an outstanding program
that prepares you for the real world.
It's a fifteen month program that combines classroom and cm
the-iob research experience. It was the first and is still the finest integrated
program of graduate study leading to a Master of Marketing Research degree.
As you would expect, admission is selective and competition is stiff.
(6,000 scholarships are available for qualifying applicants

I

€sJdmo

25c each
.- 89c bottle JgJ-f
w wmmmmmmm (3DW

Market Facts, Inc.
Marketing & Research
Counselors, Inc.
MRCA Information Services
Ncrdham, Harper & Steers Advertising
NFO Research, Inc
Procter & Gamble
Ralston Purina Co.
Sears, Roebuck
SSCABLintas Worldwide
The Pillsbury Company
Yankelovich, Skelly & White
Young & Rubicam

Protestor Fred D. Reynolds
U2 Brook* Hall
IUaiwrtrty of Georgia
Ataeat, Georgia JO402
Dear Sir
Please tend me complete information on your MMR program

it^l

m

'

22 oz.

69c

39C

Limit 1 per coupon
Expires Nov 30, 1985

Limit 1 per coupon
Expires Nov 30. 1965

I4K iSSL^ AT roLL0WWC LOCATION
1435 SOUTH MAIN ST., HARRISONBURG, VA.
Prices good through Nov. 30. 1985
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Fast to be held as fundraiser
A fundraiser to combat hunger in
Third World nations will be held this
week.
The 12th annual "Fast for a
World Harvest" will begin at midnight Thursday and end at midnight
Friday. Proceeds will be used to
assist struggling nations in Africa,
central America, the Carribean and
elsewhere.
Students are urged to either acquire sponsors or donate money for
the cause, said Kevin Doyle, the contact person for the Bread for the
World Covenant Church program,
which is organizing the event. Doyle
is a JMU graduate student in
counseling psychology.
"The fast has a two-fold
purpose," he said. "It's an attempt
to try to experience in a very small
way what hunger is like. We also
hope to raise money to help out."

The fast was created by Oxfam
America, an international agency
that funds self-help development
projects and disaster relief in the
world's poorest countries.
Last year, contributions exceeded
$1.5 million, which assisted in projects such as family relocation in El
Salvador,
distribution
of
agricultural equipment in Nicaragua
and revolving credit programs in India. More than 2,800 groups are participating in this year's fast.
For JMU students who participate, there will be a light meal of
soup and bread at 6 p.m. Thursday
at the Catholic Student Center, 1052
South Main St.
Donation or sponsor checks
should be made out to Oxfam
America and mailed to Kevin Doyle
at Box 1265.
— Kevin McCarthy

Campus group members attend conference
Campus cleanup

Staff photo by KEVIN ROPP

Despite rainy conditions Saturday, about 60 students
volunteered their time to clean up around campus during
JMU's first official Trash Day. Greg Gromada, chairman of the
event, and the Litterbug supervised.

Members of two JMU organizations attended an advertising conference in New York City Nov. 9 and
10.
Twenty-two students from the International Association of Business
Communicators and the Madison
Marketing Association participated
in the conference, sponsored by the
Advertising Women of New York.

Part of the conference dealt with
the restoration of the Statue of
Liberty. Students also attended
career workshops in the fields of
advertising, marketing and public
relations.
Bill Evans, president of I ABC/
JMU, said, "The conference was a
valuable experience in furthering our
education beyond the classroom."
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SKI CLUB

Ufoyw't Hubi PoigK
Complete Beauty Salon

is offering
a

fVMB^j IfUNCjPul

Specialist in
COMPLETE BODY WAXING
also visit our
SUNTANA SUNSYSTEM
Safe U. V.A. light
SunSystem is GUARANTEED to tan anyone
Special introductory offer, 10 visits $30
Call for Appointment, 434-1617
624 Hawkins St.

SWEATSHIRT DESIGN CONTEST
Prize includes:
*- $25.00 cash
*• Free lift ticket (at Massanutten)
► Free ski club membership
► Free sweatshirt
i Send your idea to Janet Matsey
P.O. 2596

Expires Nov. 30

Deadline December 2
aiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinmiHi
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IS AN MBA IN YOUR

AMERICAN FOOD WITH AN ORIENTAL TOUCH
Hickory smoked
Chopped Beef or
Pork Chop
Barbeque Sandwich
Now At Vet's *)ace

^

with JMU
ID

R«g. $1.55

ar^r'

Friday Only!

I

Back By Popular Dofnand
Th9RlbCagm

Phone 434-3003
890 CantceflAve. A Reservoir St.
Harrisonburg, Va.
Mon.-Th. 11 a.m. to 11 p.m.
Fri. 11 a.m. to midnight
Sat. noon to midnight
Sun. noon to 10 p.m.

fT| ■*¥■■ IDE? Th' K">!"d Colli-Ki: "I Business VJminislratiiin .ii ThcAnwric.il L'ntvmHy
■ \M 1 UI%JL> 1 offers you an excellent opportunity fur graduate business education in our
nation* capital. Qualified candidates may begin their studies in fall, spring or sumiwr sessions
Programs may K completed on a full lime or part-time hull with count! offered in holh day and
evening formats.
In addition lo th, MKA. Ilu College lifters I he Masln ol Science degree in Taxation as well as in
olher specialised professional fields. for lurlher Information, call (202) 885-1908 or mail the
lolloveing form to

Kogod College of
•uslnei*
Administration
Office of Student
Affair.
The American
Ualvertity
Washington. DC
10016

I am interested in the following graduate business fields:
D Aecnuntintt
D Finance
D International Business
D Marketing
DOperalinns Analysis
Name
Address

O
D
□
Q
a

Personnel and Industrial Relations
Procurement Management
Public Relations Management (MS Mil]
Real Kslalcand Urban Development
Taxation (MS only I

-

CH|
I n,„Vl. .. ,r
I... I.t V lis.l.lsi

Stale
Telephone!

Zip .
» —

j
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Your first
18 months
at EDS can
make the
past 4 years
pay off.
Find out how at the EDS Open
House — November 20th
Vxir college education is the first step
toward finding the career you wantNow Electronic Data Systems (EDS)
Corporation can help put you years
ahead of your contemporaries hy offering the comprehensive training you
need to excel As a world leader in infixmauon processing EDS offers the most
advanced developmental programs available You can find out more about these
programs and the opportunities at EDS
b> attending our Career Open House to
be held on your campus on Wednesday
November 20.1985.
systems Engineering Development (SED) Program. Prepares you to
be a Computer Programmer. Program
mer Analyst and Systems Analyst with
emphasis on customer relations.
Engineering Systems Development (ESD) Program. Involves you
in software development for robotics.
CAECADCA.M>C1M. machine vision,
manufacturing control systems, expert
systems and simulation svstems.
Accounting and Financial Development (AFD) Program. Prepares
you for diverse positions in corporate
accounting and finance in an informa
tion processing environment
Systems Programmer Development (SPD) Program Provides
tuning in fundamental pcogramminc
Languages With the opportunity to
design, implement and support EDS
£m*°f1 P™™*"* applications.
Hrderred majors include Business.
Engineering. Computer Science. Physio! Science and Mathematics However.
•t wm consKier any other major with a
«rong mterest in information processing
and a technical aptitude
Dorit miss out on our Open House
Let EDS show vou how vour first 18
rnomhsoc, the job can make vour
L*>Ucgcvears pay off

HouS ^^ a°end ** *** °Pcn
Wednesday. November 20
o:30 to 9:30 RM.
Presentations at -<» and 8:00 PM
Chandler HaU.ShenandoahR.xHn
Bring your mind to EDS.

Hectnjnx Data swem> 0>rp<>rjK>n
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newsfile
Executive
to present
lecture series
The chairman and founder of an
international manufacturing firm
will speak at a series of lectures this
week.
Dr. Sheldon Weinig, of the
Materials Research Corporation, a
high-tech firm that places heavy emphasis on human assets, will present

three lectures and will meet informally with faculty members and
students.
MRC manufactures sophisticated
equipment for electronics and computer firms. It practices policies of
decentralized decision making,
open-door communications, a no
lay-off policy and investment in
human contributions. The firm also
is known for it& lucrative investments in Japan.
Weinig's lectures are "Human
Assets — The Challenge of the
Future," "International Business:
Can America Compete?" and

As a Marine Officer, you could be in charge of a
Mach 2 + F/A-18A, a vertical take-off Harrier or
one of our other jets or helicopters. And you could
do it by the time you're 23. But it takes a special
commitment on your part We
demand leaders at all levels.
We teach you to be one. If you're

"Human Assets — The Critical Factor for Success in the Next Decade."
He will speak in Blackwell
Auditorium Tuesday at 8 p.m. and
in the Phillips Center auditorium
Wednesday at 9 a.m. and 2 p.m.
The talks are part of the College
of Business' Executive Lecture
Series, designed to promote contact
between major business leaders and
students and faculty members.
Weinig's lectures are being sponsored in conjunction with the Student Advisory Council.
Through the lecture series, JMU
students will gain ereater insight

a freshman or sophomore, ask about our undergraduate officer commissioning programs. If you're a
junior, check out our graduate programs. Starting
sabries are from $17,000 to $23,000. And
you can count on
going farther...fester.
\Wre looking for a few good men.

Gofarther.

about how businesses work, and executives will better understand college students' values and attitudes.
Weinig is a member of President
Ronald Reagan's Advisory Council
on Private Sector Initiatives, the
Technical Advisory Committee of
the U.S. Department of Commerce,
and the Board of Directors of the
American Business Conference.
— Martin Romjue

General requirement
changed for history
The history courses required for
general studies credit have been
changed.
Students are required to take six
hours of history, but three hours
must be either HIST 101 or 102,
which are world history classes.
Dr. Michael Galgano, head of the
history department, said many
students were taking "too narrow of
a course" to fulfill the history requirements.
"Our general studies objective is
to give a multi-cultural approach
over a broad period of time,"
Galgano said. "World history
classes do that."
Prior to the change, students were
allowed to fulfill history requirements with any classes from
HIST 101, 102, or any 200 level
history class, with at least three of
the six hours in a non-U.S. history
class. Credits for history requirements cannot be earned in both
HIST 101 and HIST 265 or in both
HIST 102 and HIST 266.
The change applies to any
undergraduate student entering
JMU under the 1985-86 catalog.
— Leslie Sherwood

courtfile
Student
pleads guilty
toDUl
By Kelly Hanley

court reporter

A student pleaded guilty Nov. 8 in
Rockingham County General
District Court to driving under the
influence.

See 1st Lt Berger at the Warren Campus Center Nov 19-21 or call 703-982-6070

Driving under the Influence
• Student Mark A. Mott, 22, of Baldwin,
Md., was fined $250. His license was
suspended for six months and then
reinstated because he enrolled in the
Alcohol Safety Action Program.
Mott was arrested by city police Oct. 4
on West Water Street.
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HEALTH CARE PROFESSIONALS
MEDICAL SCHOOL SCHOLARSHIPS AVAILABLE

.

PHARMACISTS
STATE

LICENSED OR

IN PHARMACY

SCHOOL
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

NURSES
BS

DLCREE

OR

3 YEAR DIPLOMA
Or EXPERIENCE

»ITH

1

YEAR

NURSE ANESTHETISTS
IMMEDIATE

OPENINGS

TOR

Hamsonburg. Va

CRNA

PHYSICAL THERAPISTS

Coors Regular & Light
12 oz bottles

$2.29

LICENSED STAFF POSITIONS AVAILABLE
. OTHER AVAILABLE POSITIONS IN:
CLINICAL HEALTH CARE SERVICES
HEALTH CARE ADMINISTRATION
CLINICAL SUPPORT SCIENCES
ENVIRONMENTAL AND HUMAN PERFORMANCE
SCIENCE

NAVY MEDICINE

Lowenbrau 12ozbottles ..$2.69
Lebatt's 12 oz bottles

$2.69

O'Keefe

$2.69

BITERS LIBERAL BENEFITS AND SALARIES TO
QUALIFIED APPLICANTS.
3CAH ACCREDITED/
FACILITIES IN ATTRACTIVE AREAS.

GUARANTEED ASSIGNMENTS.
0

We will be on campus on Thurs. Nov. 21st.
Contact the placement office for an interview
TO APPLY SEND YOUR RESUME TO:
WfDICAL PROCRAKS
NAVY RECRUITINC DISTRICT
271} ENTERPRISE

Eckrich Polish Sausage .$1.89/lb

PARKtA>

RICHMOND, VA. 2*229-2907
(80A) 270-917A OK 1 -800-55?-99*.7

Tuesday
at

Eckrich Meat
Jumbo Franks

$1.69/lb

Sirloin Tip London Broil .$2.39/lb
Fresh Pork Picnics

89c/lb

NEW!

WHEEL
OF
FORTUNE
It will change
your Tuesday
night!"
New Specials
-with a turn of the wheel,
every half hour!

Gwaltney Boned Tender
Buffet Ham
$2.89/lb
Fresh Broccoli

794;,|b

r

Florida Oranges

5/$1.oo

Prices effective through November 23

121 S. Main - Downtown
+samm
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classifieds
Help Wanted
Government Job* $16,040 - $59,230/year
Now hiring. Call 805-687-6000, xR5526 for
current federal list
Earn $400 lor Christmas. Phone ticket
sales for local civic club. Days/evenings.
Sovran Bank building. Suite 612. Apply
weekdays 10-8 & Saturday 10-3.
Part-time - need attractive, talented
women and men for Strip-A-Gram service. Excellent pay. Call 434-6957.

by Berke Breathed

BLOOM COUNTY
BETWEEN NOW ANP r-is em.
TONIGHT, PieASE PIAL '■
OFTHISFEATURE
W0ULP LIKE TO SOLICIT
THE OPINIONS OF you,

THE WINERS, ON A
SUBJECT OF SWPEN
ANP UNEXPECTEP

wy
,5 rr/wv
(v JHOR

immfince...0PVS' eosmssn
HOSE /^~\
j

$500 Weakly at Home! Information?
Send self-addressed, stamped envelope.
O'Brien, PO 1958.

1-800-555-6001 IF YOU
me New, *mvep NOSE

PREFER

1-800-555-6002 IF YOU

PREFER

me UP, CLASSIC'NOSE.

OR 1-800-555-6003 IF

you THINK TV mNeeusr PAT
ROBERTSON, WITH OR WITHOUT A
NOSE, SHOULP TEAM UP WITH
0HAOWAN SHREE RAJNEESH
ANP FORM A REPUBLICAN
-PREAM TICKET'

WHEN you REACH OUR WJCHSOW,
YOUR vote WILL BE INSTANTLY
REGtSTEREP.. AT WHICH TIME
MRS. 6RAB0WSKI HERE WILL
IMMEPIATUY SAY. -SORRY, YOUR

CALL CANNOT & cmnem.',
WHICH FOOLS me PHONE CO.

INTO NOT CHARGING US
FOR me CALL. _

2 bedroom apartment for sublet. Lease
runs thru April. Gas for heat, cooking, &
hot water included in rent. One mile from
campus. Park Apartments. Call 433-2972
after 5.

AHBM.
THE RESULTS *
AR€ AS FOLLOWS.

THERESULTS.

explosive
\

1% VOTEP FOR THE NEW NOSE.
is % VOTEP FOR THE ap,
CLASSIC' NOSE... ANP 91%
VOTE? FOR IMMEPIATELY
REPLACING THIS COMC STRIP
WITH 'PRINCE VALIANT:

\

THBMtSSeS il^f^fx
wvf-ffWiiiep

HAVE

MA$J£5/f,

SPOKEN.
\

THOSE LATTER VOTES ARE
PISQUAUFIEP.

University Court - Room for rent in
townhouse. $155/month. 434-2807.

COMBINATION ?

(S)
A^\ /m
\w\ l 1

/

IN 1986.

THB NATIONAL
7 HAVE TOTAL
PHONE IN POLL
FAITH IN THE
REGARPING OPUS' iNTELLlGENce
NeuNOsetsom, AHQCOMMON
LETS GO TO THE 'HORse sense'
COMPUTER ROOM OfTHENOBLl
FOR M RESULTS... MASSES...

wetL
ReieAse

y^4
A \

For Rent
One bedroom apartment like new on Dutchman Court. Water, trash and lawnmowing provided. No pets, lease/deposit
$225. 434-2100.

TOMORROW

WHYPOIHAVE
THE FEELING
THAT PEMOCRACY
ANP "HONKER
ACSTHETCS'
MAKE AN

-

/

"

Search No Morel Private bedrooms. Attractive Forest Hill Townhouses. Lots of
extras. $150 monthly/share utilities.
Female students. 433-6039.
Female room available, furnished,
utilities included, $94/month. Call
568-4706.
Single room at Madison Manor for
female, non-smoker. Subleasing for spring and/or summer. Call Jackie, 433-6416

For Sale
Is It True You Can Buy Jeeps for $44
through the U.S. government? Get the
facts today! Call 1-312-742-1142, x5090.

* m *m*i of earn <s nus <x

50/ A New NOSE JOB BY
FORCe, BH ?.' COMMANPEP
BY HZ WILL OF THE PEOPLE,
EH f THIS IS PeMOCRACY
RUN WILP?

70 HECK WITH
PeMOCRACY / WHAT THIS
COUNTRYNEEPS ISA
Lime Less PEMOCRACY/
UKE A MONARCHY/
UKCROVfiLTY/

. UK€ PRINCE CHARLBS ANP
PIANA /..WHO. BY THE HAY,
JUST VISITEP LAST WEEK...
ANP WHO, IF1MAY BE SO
B0LP. CCVLP BOTH USE A
lime N0Se-B06BINCr

1

I

mmK.li
KIC0VII

Male Housing Contract for Spring
semester. $25 rebate. Call Darrell at
x4048.
Male Housing Contract for sale. Spring
semester. Contact Tom at x7169 or Box

123.

LIKE HOW
ICAME
FULL CIRCLE
ON THAT ONE ?

1 \_3Bfci*>*
■L

r

r' 1 J I ~'-i,A

,

1980 Veepa - 125 cc. Includes two
helmets. Call x6845 or 434-1481.
Kaypro 4 Portable Computer, Modem,
Software, Pascal, Fortran. $950. x6625.
For Sale: 2 Female Housing Contracts.
Call Cindy, x5537.
Male Housing Contract for sale for Spring '86 s^me£er£a]l_SJe^ean<5l63__
Keyboard - Rhodes 73 stage piano, excellent action, just tuned and voiced,
$500. Frank, 434-6159, leave message.

Services
Horizon Sure Tan is a Professional Tanning Salon. Best systems available and
five years of service. 1106 Reservoir St.
434-1812.
.
Typing, Word Processing on letter quality printer. Overnight service available.
Call anytime. Donna Freeman, 289-9959.

Professional Typing A Word Processing Free delivery, overnight service, & competitive rates. Call Kevin at 433-3147 after
5:00.

JMU Skiers • Let's go to stowe! uome to
the Trip meeting Wednesday, Nov. 20, at
the Purple & Gold room In Godwin at 8:00
and find out about the trip.

Typing: Experienced, professional quality. Call Donna Bodkin, 879-9294.

Petel - What do you mean you don't think
you have one?! Just how undecided are
you anyway? Don't worry, we still love
you anyway. Kathy and Carolynne

Typing - professional quality paper provided. $1.25/page. Call Pauline, x5332.
Racket Stringing done on campus. Ten
nls, Racketball. Call Brian, x59B8.

Lost and Found
Found: Ladies' gold watch on Homecoming weekend In the vicinity of D-Hall. Call
Dawn at x4615 to Identify.
Found: one ladles' wrlstwatch. Call Tom,
x7107, to claim.

Personals

Brown Eyes -Thinking about you. Love ya
lots, Hummy Bear.
Truce • Sounds good to me. I'm easily
contacted and always have been. Love to
hear about the Philippines.

Lewis • Thanx so much for Saturday! it
meant alot! Beth
If you are interested In the changing
alcohol policies at James Madison and
would like to take part in their formation,
please join the Alcohol Policy Recommendations Committee on Thursdays at
6 pm in the Student Government Assication office. If you are unable to attend,
we welcome suggestions which may be
dropped off at the office.
To The Beach God of Singer Island - meet
you at the Jacuzzi In the ocean Dec. 27,
1985. I love and miss you. Your Momma

Free Karate Lesson • No obligation.
Halterman Karate Institute. Call
434-8824.

Eric • Happy Birthday to my awesome big
brother. Love, Blatt.

8.H. • We like your letter, but we can't run
it anonymously. Please contact us.

W.D. • Happy 6 months. They've been
great. Love, Beanan!!

Atlanta - Can anyone provide a one way
ride there for Christmas? If so, please
contact Charles, x7107, Box 2409.

Kris - How about some North/South. A
half gallon of white wine, the news, and
your 15 lbs tent - and Extra 104 Oldies.
Tahoe

Free Karate Lesson - No obligation
(Special Student Rates). Open Monday
thru Thursday, 6-9:30 pm. Call Halterman
Karate Inst., 95 N. Main St., 4th floor.
434-8824. We train Champions.

Classified Deadlines for The Breeze: For
Monday issue, the deadline is Friday by
noon. For Thursday issue, the deadline is
Tuesday by noon.

Pregnant? Free confidential help. Free
pregnancy test. Birthright. 434-0003.

Looking for a new, exciting major? Try
Marketing Education, x6453.

Clubs, Sororities, Fraternities • We sell
any type of Imprinted item: t-shirts, caps,
classes, cups, matches, etc. Variety of
fund-raising Items. Call 433-6469 anytime
for best prices.
Typing Service: 22 years experience.
$i 25/paoe. Mrs. Price, 879-9935.
call Kathy at
Professional Typing
433-8015 after 3 pm.

Skiers Do It With Style -- Find out just
how much style at 8 pm, Dec. 4, PC
Ballroom S.

Tonight at 8:00 • Dr. Foley on The Thin
Man in Grafton-Stovall Theater.

Get Wet at Anchorsplash - Nov. 24. Bash
Nov. 22.

D.C. will never be the samel Tri-Sigma
'85.

Elaine ■ Awesome work on formal! TriSigma loves you.

DGs Annual Anchorsplash. Nov. 24, 5
pm. A Great Time!

Jamson Investment Club - There will be a
big meeting tomorrow at 7 pm in the AV
Center meeting room. Don't forget to bring LOTS of money with you.

The Thin Man - Dr. Foley in GraftonStovall tonight at 8:00.

First Flake Party's Coming Soon
Psyched Ski Club.

Klmmle, Life wouldn't be worth s--,
without friends like you. VA^

JMU Ski Club • If you want to go on the
Stowe trip, mail your application and
deposit to us, PO Box 6217.
Lies, Lies, Lies ... NO LIE!! The Thompson Twins are coming!!

Get

How much fun can you have on a ski trip"
Come to the meeting Wednesday night at
the Purple & Gold room and find out.
Party) Nov. 22. DGs Annual An
chor3plash Bash. Proceeds for charity.
To all Sigma pledges - Hope Scavenger
hunting was fun! We love you.
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classifieds

Ski Racer* • Dryland training has begun.
It is held Mondays, Wednesdays, and
Thursdays at 4:30. Meet on the soccer
field beside Godwin Hall. Anyone Interested in competitive skiing or simply
in improving their physical condition
should attend. For more information,
contact the James Madison Ski Club
Racing Committee chairman, Jeff
Tornell, x5484. DryJand training is mandatory for all NCSA hopefuls.

TNI FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON

Congratulations to our new little sisters:
Connie Brooks, Linda Crowder, Kim
Falck, Heidi Hanzel, Jamie Rorrer, Paige
Smith, and Lisa Trautwein. Love, the
brothers of LXA.
Panhellenic and IFC are sponsoring a
Week of Giving - Nov. 18-23. Get psyched! We need everyone's help.
UPB presents "The Path of Ashes," a
theatrical experience based on King
Lear, performed by Chicago's Facets
Performance Ensemble. Wednesday
Nov. 20, at 8 pm In Wilson FreeJ
For a good time, call x6504.
Thompson Twins tickets on sale starting
Today! Dec. 5, 8 pm in Godwin, $12 with
ID, $13 without ID.
JMU Skiers • Presentation on Killington
tonite, 6 pm, SPE. Beer provided.
The Commuter Student Committee is
here for you! We have the services, programs, and Information that make commuter life great! Stop by and visit - WCC
Room 108.r
To those who painted the town purple at
Violet Formal - we hope you had a blast!
Ski Club Members ■ mail your dues into
us so we know how many Massanutten
coupon books to order.

0
49 r69u,ar
^^Wh^'fJ
•PaghetUI
Where s my ?!!!'
Earthworms Alfredo?'

JJJ vv,c,heck- L'flhts - check. Oil pressure
cnecic. weVe gol clearance. OK. Jack-let's get
this baby off the ground."

Our Marketing Education majors are
trained for careers in marketing, jnanagement, teaching, and fashion merchandising. If you're interested in our program
please call x6453.
Brian • I Love You! Love, Karen.
Class of 88 - Your class council is having
a Calss of '88 slogan contest. You could
win a surprise gift. Class voting later.
Submit ideas to Box L-206, Attn: Class of
'88.

-KipTalbott—i
'YOUR PRAYtltS MOVE
BEEN ANS.utR.Et>!
I'M BACK!

'cKATINC. THE PERFECT^
<£MIC ?>TR\P lt>OL
)
•^ISNT THAT EAS.V
/

~ AtI™ Muo» ■""««- *N»\
EM** • ■« AWIW AMO I
\
FKL wt n*Vt CCMt up
I
■>■

(TMBN A&A-IN..^)

WITM THE PIUK.T COMIC /
*nw CHAJUML-nER
\/

Get crazy at Anchorsplash Bash. Nov. 22
Tickets $2 at the Delta Gamma House
Get splashed!
NJD remember Temple and these
Groovey Tunes. Oh Happy Day. It's all
relative so Tune In for Penn State.
Happy 21st Lisa!! Thath all I'm thayin.
Let's party hearty Nada! And I will Net
repeat myselfl Love, Laura.
To the Best Looking Guy on Campus • too
bad you let your personality get in the
way!
Dont miss The Thin Manl Dr. Foley-in
Grafton-Stovall Theater tonight at 8:00.
Tim and Chris • Congratulations! You're
officially Sigma Pi Brothers. I'm so proud
of you both! Love, Your Big Sister.
Little Sisters and Grungettes • Thanks for
the awesome spaghetti dinner, and being
the best! The Brothers and Grunges of
SPE
Panhellenic and IFC • hope you're hungry
tonite! Well be selling hot dogs
throughout campus! $.50 each.
To the upperclassman —who tried to
register a car for a freshman-We're glad
you got caught!! Frustrated X-lot users.
Apple danlshes, cinammon rolls, What's
next" Smile. The Deist.
Rita - Your friendship is like a red, red
rose, it gets more beautiful with time.
Have a Jubilant Bearthday!! Lou & Carol
Panhellenic and IFC are sponsoring a
Week of Giving! All the money raised will
go to Brittle Bones, Flood Relief, and
First Step. We need your help.
To all the girls I've never loved before:
Anyone. Anytime. Anyplace. Fulfill your
dreams. Let's meet, i'm eageny awaiting
io fulfil! your diedms. MySSAN is 480..

Dirty Dozen -Let's stick together Now
Is our toughest time. Forgive and forgeu
have. Don't let one bad night overshadow
successes. We are one and never eX
forget that. You are my brothers and
friends and together we shall overcome
orc
A very concerned Alfred.
°me.
l-»t s Go to Stowel

Dec

«. a. 8

pm

?LBa"r°om South,

Happy bmnday Lis -19 isTirTaTiy-n^eDon t worry, I'll wait 'til you're 21 n Thfi
6
Dungeon Dweller from Miami.
Dear Santa - Thought I'd write you and let
Ch
JMU
' W3n
,t '°ron
^tmas.
JMU SkTn!^
Sk Club .s
going
a ski tripThe
to
Stowe Vermont on Jan. 5-11. | Jou d
really love to go with them. They're s,ay
mg in plush condos, get 5 days of ski,™
round-tnp transportation, free Par es
free races, and discounts on just aooui'
everything. All this for only $250 Smce
Wan

m0re

^VVK"'"
*
'"'ormation
they re having a trip presentation on
Wednesday, Nov. 20.8 pm in the Purple &
Gold room in Godwin. They're showino \
movie about Stowe, giving away pos.ers
& Iran maps, and presenting all the fac f
about this incredible trip8 love Yo*
Fnend at JMU. ,P.S. Since I'm seM.'na mv
skis M the JMU Ski Club/Racing Te^rn
Ski Swap on Dec. 4 in PC Ballroom Sou,™
aW pm, I m gonna need new equipment

defense!! No one Lr ^'eVWha' a
so
Silly! ,Sorry STZ ^ ^ look
"Wist) Charnock no^" 2? J ^^
you re sports editor The TKP"0" Why
man can
organize. Hey Mike-hl r,
Pizza-and then ,h! °an run ""<* eat
hat
lj
Photographer wh0 canZnd a l
beer in »'e
hand and a football in ,K
one
K
he 0,her
eMy, Laura and Kv,T '
' "athy
y0u look
ladies And Gwen nl .'
ed good

-ho'e Same Wout"nwha'dr 'e,Say
'S Sl' Aly
'*«

what team spirit. 'to?o1S Jif^
'
"s have the d- ban P?,?, ,Lhey n«»er let
a, s 0kay a
'east Brian entefiert"'
"
' '
"tches and 'Deep l"Sw,,Thfl|s clutch
"« the party. Ropp n^ Then, there
you
, ,or getting m°*canl ever repay
DfLuca

thanks for t'l

'

rTle

s

°"y.

Party Naked - Give to the TKE clothing
drive. Call 433-0460.
-~
iJharon • Happy 21 st to our best biSdy'"
the world - It's about damn time ! Go ou'
and buy us some booze!! Bonnie SLisa
Lay your hands on ... Thompson Twins
concert tickets --$12!

Send a
personal.
Mail $1 for every 10
words to
The Breeze, Anthony
Seeger Hall.
Deadline is noon Tuesday for Thursday issues
and noon Friday for Monday issues.
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General
The International Student Body ol JMU
— is very Interested In gelling to know other JMU
students who were born abroad and are attending JMU
either with US citizenship status or US Immigrant
status. II you are interested, please stop by and see the
international student advisor. Of. Bijan Saadatmand
(Uncle Bl|an), Psychology Dept.. Johnston 221. tor further Information about social parties and get
togethers.
The JMU ROTC Department — is taking applications for 2-year and 3-year, full-tuition scholarships on Thursday, Nov. 21. 1965, at 7 pm in Stadium
Room D201. For Into, call CPT Kentch, x8264.
If yOU ant Interested in the changing alcohol
policies at JMU and would like to take part In their formation, please join the Alcohol Policy Recommendations Committee on Thursdays at 6 pm in the SQA office. If unable to attend, we welcome suggestions
which may be dropped off at the office.

Full-Tultlon ROTC Scholarships — now
available To apply, come to stadium Room D201 on
Thursday, Nov. 21, 1988, at 7 pm tor Information. Call
Cpt. Kentch at x6264 or x6356
Guitar Player Needed — for The Madisomans.
Should be able to play Lead Country, Rock 'n Roll, and
Jazz. Contact Mrs. Sandra Cryder, phone x6393.
JMU Video Network — Watch Us Work lot You!
"JMU Today," followed by "Profiles", airs every
Wednesday at 2:30 and 8 pm on cable channel 8.
Walch HI

Events
L.D.S. Church — will hold institute classes, on
the New Testament, every Wednesday night at 7 pm In
Room E on the Mezzanine. All welcome.
Attention Teachers — Come to the Career Planning & Placement Office. Signups for teaching positions begin this week!

Meetings
Inter-Varslty Christian Fellowship —
meets every Thursday night at 7:00 pm, Moody Hall,
Blackwell Auditorium.
Christians — There is a dally prayer meeting
Monday-Friday from 12:00-1:00 pm In Room A on the
Mezzanine Level ol the Warren Campus Center. All are
welcome.
Canterbury Association — This Episcopal
group meets every Thursday at 8:00 pm at Emmanuel
Episcopal Church; and every Tuesday from 4:30-5:30
pm tor Bible study In Room E, Mezzanine. All students
are welcome. For more Information, write to Canterbury Association, PO Box L 8
CP4P Workshops — Next week. Interviewing tor
Teaching Positions on Nov. 18. Come by olllce to sign
upCatholic Mass Schedule — Saturday at 500
in Blackwell Auditorium and Sunday at 11:00 and 5:00
in Philips Center Ballroom.

Racquetball Club — meets Monday and Thursday evenings trom 9:15-10:45 pm In the stadium. Bring
$5.00 lor dues. For more information, call John at
x4549. Men and women encouraged.
Fellowship of Christian Athletes — meets
every Sunday night at 8 pm. North Ballroom, WCC. All
present and former athletes are welcome! For more info, drop a line In Campus Mail to: FCA, PO Box L-2.
BsptlSt Student Union — meets every Thurs
day. 5:30 pm at Baptist Student Center on corner of
Main St. and Cantrell Ave. New Psalm Singers meet at
center every Wednesday. 6:30 pm. Bible Study on
Tuesdays at 630
The Cave Club — meets every Thursday at 7:30 in
Jackson, Room 2. Everyone welcome.
Jaycee Meeting — Tuesday, Nov. 19,7 pm. Room
C, WCC. Come hear speaker on Motivation.

The WJMR Student Organization — win
meet on Monday, Nov. 18, at 5 pm in Room B of the
WCC. Anyone interested, please attend.
Jamson Investment Club — win meet on
Tuesday, Nov. 19, in the library AV meeting rooms.

Special Limited Offer!
Sign up now for a beautiful, luxuriously
furnished condominium.
ACT NOW, before Thanksgiving to reserve an
apartment for second semester and you will
receive:
* First month's heating & electric FREE!
*
Only $100.00 Security deposit.
* NO RENT DUE until January 1986.
This offer expires Nov. 30, 1985

Psl Chi Meeting — Thursday, Nov. 21,1985, trom
5:30 • 7 pm, Room A, Mezzanine. This week's program
will be a trivial pursuit game using questions about
psychology Everyone is welcome and asked to come
prepared with two (2) questions.
Seniors — sign-ups for on-campus interviews are
now underway for the week of Nov. 11 - Nov. 15.
Seniors must be registered with the CP&P Office.
Please check your recruiting schedule and come to the
CP&P Office to chectt for Additions and Changes on
the Master Schedule.
Job Connections — This is a resume referral
service between you and potential employers. Signup
sheets are available at the counter. Come to the CP&P
Office 'or additional information. (This week NCR, Norfolk Southern, Hertz, and a local Bank|.
Wesley Foundation -— Monday. Nov IS. 7 pm.
Bible Study: "Mark", Rev. Wayne Rickman: Tuesday,
Nov. 19, 5:30 pm - Fellowship: "Giving and Receiving"
Mitchell Bond; Thursday, Nov 21, 6 pm. New Lite
Singers, Wesley Foundation. Friday, Nov. 22. Jewish
Sabbath Service, Beth El Congregation Synagogue.
Sunday, Nov 24, 12:30 pm - Lunch at the Wesley Foundation, cost will be $2

Defense Communications Agency — win

Madison Manor is an exciting new student community
featuring:

be interviewing on campus. Open sign-ups begin the
week of Nov. 16-22 in the Career Planning & Placement
Olllce. The position is Budget Analyst. Come to the
CP&P Olllce for additional information.
Freshmen Reading Series — The lecture
series on the Freshman reading list will continue on
Monday. Nov. 18, with Dr. Lawrence Foley of the
English department discussing Dashall Hammett's
"The Thin Man." The lecture will be held at 8 pm in
Grafton-Stovall Theatre. It is sponsored by Sigma Tau
Delta, the English honor society.

•Fireplaces and ceilingfans
in every unit _
"^
• Fully furnished
• 2 & 3 bedrooms
• Swimming pool
• Tennis court
• Fitness center
•FREE cable TV
• Convenient bus
service toJMU

JMU Ski Club Racing Team — Dryland training Is now being held on Mondays, Wednesdays, and
Thursdays at 4:30. Meet on the soccer field beside
Godwin Hall. For more Inlormation, contact Bill Tomclch iSkl Club Captain), or Jeff Tornell (JMU Ski Club
Racing Committee Chairman), x5484. Anyone Interested In competitive skiing or physical conditioning
it Invited to attend. Dryland training is mandatory for
all NCSA hopefuls

Delta Gamma s Annual Anchorsplash —
is water events between the sororities and fraternities
on campus. It Is scheduled tor Nov. 24 at 5 pm In Godwin Gym. Anchorsplash Bash Is Nov. 22 at the PKP &
SPE houses, 10 pm. Tickets available at the Delta Gamma house. All ot the proceeds go to sight conservation
and to aid the blind.

ANDERSON BROTHERO
J\

Limited number of units still available
Call 434-6166 to make your reservation!
Singles welcome!
Roommate Locating Service

SINCE 1676

t3

THE STUDENT
ALTERNATIVE

MADISO'X.
MAXOR

WE BUY AND SELL JMU
TEXTBOOKS BEGINNING DEC. 12.
1820 S. Main St.
Corner ot S. Main & Pleasant Hill Rd
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Arts & People
Tradition, innovation
-Production incorporates oid and new
5

N^

, Pam Wiley

statf.
sta< writer

Ramsay Midwood is Bottom the Weaver in the mainstage production or'A^Midsumm" R°PP
Night's Dream. The play runs 8 p.m. Tuesday-Saturday and 2 p.m. Saturday and Smwteu
in LaAmer-Shaeffer Theatre.
»»uay

Set in the Golden Age of Hollywood with a casi
of aspiring starlets, beautiful people and bumbling
laborers, the JMU mainstage production of
William Shakespeare's "A Midsummer Night's
Dream" is a comical blend of tradition, nostalgia
and innovation.
Co-directed by theater department faculty
members Tom Arthur and George Hillow, the play
is not set in an enchanted forest outside of Athens
as the script directs. Instead the action is set on a
soundstage of Hollywood's Athens Studios in
1934.
This setting, Arthur's brainchild, connects
Shakespeare's comedy and the 1934 film version,
directed by German theatrical innovator Max
Reinhardt.
Reinhardt's film featured lush romantic music
by Felix Mendelssohn and an all-star cast, including Olivia de Havilland, James Cagney, Arthur Treacher, Joe E. Brown, Dick Powell, Victor
Jory, and 14-year-old Mickey Rooney.
"The film was extraordinary,if only to see little
Mickey Rooney," Arthur said. "The whole thing
was very sentimental, especially the Mendelssohn
music. I didn't want this play to be sentimental
because I think it is making fun of life. It seems
-like Shakespeare is making fun of life."
The play has four interwoven story lines. The
first centers on the approaching marriage of
Theseus, Duke of Athens, to Hippolyta, Queen of
the Amazons and provides background for the
other three plots: romantic problems of two pairs
of lovers, a falling out between another couple
over custody of achangeling child and the antics of
a band of laborers putting together a play for
Theseus' and Hippolyta's wedding.
Theseus, played by junior Eric Walters, is
transformed into a movie producer. The lovers,
played by junior Jay Zehr, sophomore Mini Singh,
senior Aaron Meisinger and junior Bonnie Pierce,
become actors and actresses, and Oberon and
Titania, played by seniors Charles Tucker and
Karin McKie, are movie superstars. The laborers
play technical people typically found on movie
sets.
Arthur said although he knew he wanted to set
the play in Hollywood, he was not sure what time
period would be best. "After all, what could be
more magical than Hollywood? It's even been called The Dr
'
eam Factory,' " he said.
This time period was suggested by costume
designer Pam Johnson.
Johnson said the original idea to set "A Midsummer Night's Dream" in present day
Hollywood was scrapped.
"You have to determine who your audience is
and what their experience with the setting is, and I
trunk students' concept of Hollywood today is
Joan Collins, California Coolers and the Beach
Boys.
.»JTe Would risk imPosing another story over the
Midsummer Night's Dream' plot. The Golden
See MIDSUMMER page 13
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Brian Rawdon

Movie Review

'LA.' is not a pretty experience
"To Live and Die in L.A." is a
fascinating, compelling and
altogether ugly film — ugly in its
characters, theme and subject matter.
Los Angeles is the setting for this
thriller about treasury agents chasing
a counterfeiting kingpin who passes
funny money. But this is not the
L.A. of big cars, expensive houses
and Hollywood starlets; it is the
L.A. of endless freeways, abandoned dock warehouses and sleazy
hotels.
The movie invites comparisons to
"Miami Vice" with its loud,
pulsating rock soundtrack and
flashy direction, but the cops here do
not wear expensive clothes, drive
Porches or even act like nice guys.
Director William Freidkin, who
directed the greatest car chase ever
filmed in the classic "French Connection," brings his flair for chairgripping action to "L.A." and lets
loose. Various chase scenes pepper
the film, including a marathon car
pursuit through the freeways and
concrete river basin. The violence is
frequent and gruesome but certainly
appropriate. "L.A." cannot be seen
with a weak stomach.

William Peterson plays Chance, a
treasury man whose partner is blown
away for finding out more than he
was supposed to know about the
counterfeiters. Peterson, who struts
through the movie as though he has
ridden one too many mechanical
bulls, is out to even the score any
way he can. He does not want to see
justice done because justice does not
work.
He is joined by a young agent
(John Pankow) who does not have
the stomach to get the job done. To
stop the counterfeiter, played by the
mesmerizing Willem Dafoe, Peterson and Pankow have to play dirty.

Midsummer
*■ (Continued from page 12)

Age of Hollywood is undergoing a revival now.
There is some distance between that era and this
audience, and we have a little more freedom to
work with."
Johnson said the play has been great for her
"because I've been able to dig out 12 years of
costumes. There's a scene in the beginning where
people will be coming in like they've come from all
these different sets. Some will be coming from one
where a western is being shot, others from a 'Pennies From Heaven' — Busby Berkeley number
About 500 pieces of costume will be used in the
show.
For this location and time period, Hillow designed what Arthur called a "remarkable, strange, ugly set. We've never had a set like this."
Hillow, new to the theater faculty this year, has
experience in television and films and a master of
fine arts degree in set design. He said he built this
set "from the outside in."
The set features platforms, spotlights, an
elevator, a trapeze, a rack of costumes and a round
bed.
"We started talking about Hollywood and sets
and parties and my first thought was searcn
lights," Hillow said. "I wanted to put two outside,
so people driving down Interstate 81 would be going, 'What's going on over there?' But 1 looked into that, and found out it would be too expensive.
If the set was to be a soundstage, the next logica
addition was a movie camera. "We thought it
would be nice to open the play as if we were
shooting a scene, and we said, 'Well, why not on a
bed?' I was thinking of something from aL harem
scene. Then we said, 'Well, why just a bed? Why
not something that rolls?' And then the bed evolv-

Before the film is over, the concepts
of right and wrong and of good and
evil become blurred in a montage of
dead bodies, sleazy women and huge
pile-ups on freeways.
This makes the film simultaneously ugly and compelling. Peterson is
the most unappealing hero of any recent cop film. In fact, the film has
no appealing characters. No one
wants to be a hero, everyone just
wants to survive.
The film has a sense of gritiy
realism. With no well-known actors
to inspire interest, only Friedkin's
camera, careening from shot to shot

ed into a combination of a bed, a platform, and a
trampoline," Hillow said.
"I didn't want drapes on the stage. What the
movie camera sees is very specific and organized,
but outside of that frame is chaos. That's the way
people make movies, and we wanted to give a
backstage view of things."
Johnson added that movies possess a magical
quality because "anything can happen. In our
minds it is impossible to imagine Joan Collins doing anything else all day but lounging in satin
dresses on silk sheets, sipping champagne and posing. The movies created gods and goddesses, and
the public will only accept certain things from
them."
Arthur said he and Hillow directed the show on
a relatively improvisational basis by allowing the
cast to experiment.
Cast member McKie said the improvisational
format of rehearsals worked well. "When
somebody tells you to write a paper and says you
can write it about anything, it's harder to do than
when they give you some suggestions. It was a
chance to explore and enjoy the space within the
limits of your character."
Senior Ramsay Midwood, who plays Bottom the
Weaver said, "It was certainly more enjoyable
because it feels like we have more input into the
show. We feel closer to it because it's ours."
Midwood added that improvisation, "creates a
very tense situation. The greatest art springs from
a very tense environment. There were all these people with all these ideas, and so there was a lot of
struggle. That's what theater is all about — conflict and struggle."
"A Midsummer Night's Dream" runs 8 p.m.
Tuesday-Saturday and 2 p.m. Saturday and Sunday in Latimer-Shaeffer Theatre.
To reserve tickets, call 568-6260.

and scene to scene, keeps the film
going.
With the exception of Dafoe, who
is perfect as the unfeeling villian, the
acting is uninspiring but serviceable;
actors are not important here.
"To Live and Die in L.A." is an
assault on the senses — a film that
pummels you with both fists, kicks
you in the groin and takes you on a
roller coaster ride wild enough to
make you lose your lunch. Friedkin
puts you right in the center of it all.
It cejtainly is exciting to be in the
center of "L.A." It is not, however,
a pretty experience.

Staff photo by KEVIN ROPP

Jav Zehr and Mini Singh play the lovers in
Shakespeare s "A Midsummer Night s
Dream."
*
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Happy Stores

Spend your Christmas Break
with the JMU Ski Club at...

1500 S. Main St.
Harrisonburg, Va.

I Any deli sandwich 50$ OFF "II

I
I
J

Does not include hot dogs
or Special of the Month Sandwich
I
Coupon expires Nov. 30
____ ______ _____ —
Bud 6 pk. cans $2.59
Mil Best $1. 69
32 oz. Fountain Drink 55$
Gibbles Chips 2.25 oz. 2 for 1
2 liter Pepsi 99«
Cigarette Cartons $7.29
Harrisonburg Store Only

Come to the ski trip meeting Wed.
Nov. 20th at 8 P.M. in the Purple
and Gold room in Godwin or call
Don at 433-9477.

Waitresses
Needed
Apply in person
at

fless'jCuHck

AT*T LONG DISTANCE PRESENTS

A SPECIAL SCREENING
Two men. Not soldiers. Not heroes. Just dancers.
Willing to risk their lives for freedom- and each other

(Court Square)
* To start work immediately
and continue through
Christmas

YOU'LL LOVE
OUR SUNRISE
SERVICE.
KJnfco's te open extra early jut
for you. Copying, coflaling.
binding and mot*.

kinko's
1010 South Main
Next to Wampler Theatre
433-9287

A TATIOR rWCKFORD RLM

THE VERY BEST DEAL
for spring Break 1986
a FULL WEEKS CRUISE on
themsCARIBE.$750.
Sail over 2,000 miles to 4
ports. ALL meals .entertainment
end more included Call now.

TURNER TRAVEL
614 Hawkins St.
Harrisonburg. Va. 22801
703 433-2438
in Va. 800 543-2029

WHITE NIGHTS
WUMBlArXTUKSr^SENTSANmVISWCPROrjUaiON MIKHAIL BARYSHWKOV GREGORY HUES "WHITE MIGHTS
STAWMG GERALDME HUGE HELEN MHREII JERZY SKTUMOWSKI ._?1SABELLA ROSSFLLIW MUSIC SCORE BY MICHEL CaOMBIER
MUSIC SUPERVISED BY PHIL RAMONE CHOREOGRAPHY BY TWYLA THARP SCRFFHP1AY BY IAMES GaL*W( ANO LRJC HUGHES
STORY BY JAMES GOLDMAN PRODUCED BY TAYLOR HACKFORD AND WILLIAM S Gil MORE DIRECTED BY TAYLOR HACKFORO |

"• i> r. i. P M i

MWRS'XW

»V VCXJ BAY ME"

"" LIONEL WCHIE-

"WSSi?

8

"SEPARATE UVU"

PHIL COLLINS • MARLYN MARTIN

Date: Sunday, Nov. 24
Time: 2 p.m.
Location:

Grafton-Stovall Theatre

FREE PASSES available at
the UPB Box office starting
Thursday, Nov. 21.
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Wrestlers look for '84 repeat
By Sonny Dearth
3taff writer

I

"It's a day-to-day circus," JMU
head wrestling coach Dick Besnier
said of his team's preseason perspective. But don't feel too sorry for the
coach. He certainly has some
reorganization to do for his 1985-86
Dukes, but most area coaches would
gladly be the ringleader of his JMU
performers.
JMU comes back from its best
season in history this season. The
Dukes finished the year 17-2 in dual
matches, and topped 21 teams to
take the NCAA Eastern Regional
last year at home.
This year, however, raises some
serious question marks. "This team
has to develop its own identity. It's
harder winning the second time
(regionals) than the first time,"
Besnier said.
Three outstanding returnees lead
the Dukes against the likes of
Princeton, Army, Morgan State,
and nationally ranked N.C. State.
Junior Jeff "Peanut" Bowyer
won the Eastern Regionals at 118
pounds last year, advancing to the
NCAA tournament in Oklahoma City. He is ranked 13th in the nation in his weight class, the highest
JMU ranking ever. "He's a real
outstanding kid," Besnier said.
"He'll be right up there."
Brian Kurlander, a sophomore,
finished third in the regionals last
year at 158 pounds. The native of
Rochester, N.Y., was named second
team freshman All-American last
season and won the Junior World
Cup in Colorado Springs, Col. this
summer. "He's a potential regional

winner," Besnier said.
George Fiorile, last year's unseeded 167-pound Eastern regional
finalist, also will be counted upon
heavily by Besnier. A junior from
Paulsboro, N.J., he developed
rapidly during the year, taking the
starting position in mid-season.
Though he will suprise people this

season, he too could capture the
regional title.
The biggest question mark on the
horizon is that of senior 150-pound
standout Tony Gentile. He won the
regional title after losing the finals
the previous season. He has been to
two NCAA tournaments and was expected to be of of the Dukes' top

(File photo)

JMU s Tony Gentile (bottom) is ranked 14th In his weight class nationally, but the 150-pounder may be red-shirted this season due to
injury.

wrestlers again this season.
Problem: he has a rib injury that
"hurts like hell," according to
Besnier. Gentile might be redshirted
if he is unable to wrestle thhis
season, even though Amateur
Wrestling News ranks him 14th in
his class in its preseason poll.
Here are the Dukes, previewed by
weight class: At 118 pounds, Bowyer
is a major asset for JMU. Junior
Greg Copeland "is a real fine
backup guy," according to Besnier.
The 126-pound group features two
wrestlers very close in ability. Junior
Dave Monize and Pete Fritts, a
junior transfer from the U.S.
Military Academy in West Point,
N.Y., are battling it out in practice.
"We'll be flip-flopping them until
one breaks ahead," Besnier said.
The 134-Dpund class has talent in
numbers, a rarity for JMU this year.
Junior Andy Gunning returns as the
starter, but he is being pressed by
much-improved sophomore Jon
Blauvelt, who was second in the
JMU's deepest position.
Besnier adds that the Dukes have
"three guys for two weights" at the
142 and 150-pound class.
Sophomore John Durso, Chowan
College transfer Chris Brock, and
senior team captian Brett Davis are
all in the running.
"They all can be competitive,"
Besnier said. As for Davis, Besnier
said that "he's going to have a good
year. He's a fine team leader.
At 158 pounds, Kurlander returns
for his second JMU season. If Gentile does recuperate from his injury,
"there will have to be some shuffling," Besnier said.
See WRESTLING page 16 ►

Swimmers unable to post third upset
By Rob Washburn
staff writer

After losing their first meets of the season, one
would think that JMU men's swimming coach
Charles Arnold and the Dukes' women's swimming coach Judi Flohr would be disappointed.
But both coaches had nothing but praise for
their teams after the men's 72^1 loss to Virginia
Tech and the women's 86-54 defeat by the
Hokies Saturday at Savage Natatonum. ,
"Tech was devastating," Arnold said, iney
are one of the best teams in the state. We have
nothing to be ashamed of."
Flohr echoed Arnold's sentiments, We swam
very well. I am extremely pleased."
The men's team (2-1) fell behind 23-2 after
three events and was never able to recover. JMU
postit three first place finishes on the day, two
of them on record-setting swims by sophomore

Randy Parker.
Parker swam a team-record 21.37 seconds in
the 50-yard freestyle and a pool-record_47.38
seconds in the 100-yard freestyle. Arnold,
however, was not surprised by Parker's recordsetting swims.
"Most every week he is capable of doing what
he did today," Arnold said. "He is a natural
swimmer with god-given talent, and a good attitude. We expect him to swim in the low 46's by
the end of the year."
Arnold also got strong performances from
Brad Miller, Brian Tobias, Steve Miller and Mike
Gough. Sophomore Eric Johnson got the Dukes
other first place finish in the 200-yard
breaststroke.Despite the loss, Arnold said
he didn't
believe JMU had lost the momentum it had built
up after upset victories over Duke and Clarion.
"We have to keep things in perspective," Ar-

nold said. "We're not in Tech's class...they have
more money an<J do more recruiting."
In the women's meet, Savage Pool records fell
in nine of the 16 events, three of them by the
Dukes.
JMU (1-1) stayed closed throughout the early
part of the meet. Leslie Norton broke her own
pool record in the 200-yard freestyle with a time
of 1:56.8. Kathleen Walsh finished first in the
100-yard backstroke to move the Dukes within
six points after four events.
But slowly, the Hokies were able to pull away,
setting six pool records in the next 11 events.
"Our returning people were swimming the
times that we were swimming in the latter part of
last season, and our freshmen did their lifetime
best," Flohr said. "I can't ask anymore than
that. The only problem was that Tech-did the
same thing."
See SWIM page 16 ►
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Wrestling
»■ (continued from page 15)

Freshman tops
for Dukes in
championship

was second with 255 and Pittsburgh
was third with 252.6. JMU scored
208.1.
Dave Kinnick was the Dukes' top
performer with an all-around score
of 45.1.

Women's
Cross Country

The JMU men's cross country
team competed in the IC4A Championships at Lehigh University
Saturday.
Freshman Doug Bloor led the
Dukes with a time of 32:02 for the
10,000 meter race. His 53rd-p!ace
finish is the best ever for a JMU runner in the championships.

The . Dukes'
Susanne
Augustauskus placed 72nd out of
approximately 300 runners in the
Eastern College Athletic Conference
Championships at Lehigh University
Saturday.

Men s Gymnastics

Penn State won the 42-team event
while Villanova and Boston College
placed second and third respectively.
Augustauskus led JMU with a
time of 19:18. Lorna Lewis was the
Dukes' next finisher with a time o£>
19:46.
/

The Dukes placed sixth out of
eight teams Saturday in the Metro
Open at Navy.
Penn State took first place with a
score of 270.6 while Michigan State

Swim
»■ (continued from page 15)

JMU got its other pool-record
swims from Norton and Jenni
Demko. Norton took first in the
100-yard freestyle with a time of
54.15 seconds, and Demko won the
50-yard freestyle with a time of 24.64
seconds.

Beth Brubaker, Mary Mumber,
Norton and Demko combined for
the Dukes' only other first place
finish in the 400-yard freestyle relay.
The men's and women's team are
at home Wednesday for a meet .with
•American. The men's meet is a 4 p.m
and the women's at 7 p.m.

It's a matter
of style

At 167 pounds, Fiorile gives JMU
its strongest, most experienced
wrestler at the upper four weights.
Junior John Cheeks who returns
after a year's absence following a
13-7 freshman year, is the Dukes top
177-pounder. "He's a big, strong,
physical kid," Besnier said. "He'll
be very competitive." Backing both
Fiorile and Cheeks will be senior
Donnie Griffith.
At 190 pounds, JMU must find a
replacement in compensate for Phil
Rice, who decided to take a year
away from school. Danny Johnston,
who Besnier said is "a good upperbody man," will fill Rice's shoes.
Football nose tackle Doug West
will return to fill the heavyweight
position for the graduated Dave
Stanton."
All in all, one does not know what
to expect from this year's JMU grapplers.
Injuries, Besnier said, are "a big
factor. The two years we were
injury-free (1982-83 and 1984-85),
we went 16-2 and 17-2. We were able
to get our 10 best wrestlers out there.

Newstip?
Newstip?
Newstip?
If you think you have
information that could
make a good story,
contact Breeze news
editor Mark Miller at:

6127

"We'll have a pretty good team if
we stay injury free," Besnier said.
"It will be an interesting year."
The Dukes travel to Navy for the
nine-team Turkey Bowl Invitational
Sat. Nov. 23.

1000 S. Main St.

MONDAY NIGHT

University Hairsty/is
1012 South Main St.

NFL
FOOTBALL

433-9533

TACOS
JWJJO 9 p.m. -12 a.m.
DECEMBER

2

DEADLlMp

No further Contract Exchanges or requests for
Room changes will be made after Monday,
December 2, 1985
Contact the Office of Residence Life, 103
Alumnae Hall (x-6489) for questions concerning this deadline.

Delivery Special ~
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SOME COLLEGE COURSES ARE MORE EXCITING
THAN OTHERS.
How many college courses teach you how to shoot the rapids?
Or Rappel a cliff? Or find your way out of a forest with nothing but
a map and compass to guide vnu?
At least one does-Army ROTC.
And you could find yourself doing any one of a number of exciting adventure training activities like these in the Army ROTC
program.
Activities that develop your stamina. And your self-confidence.
But adventure training isn't the only way to develop. You'll also
learn the basics of leadership and management by attending
ROTC classes, along with the subjects in your major.
And you'll be excited about two other benefits Army ROTC offers. Financial assistance. Up to $1,000 a year for your last two
years of Army ROTC. And the opportunity to graduate with both a
degree and a commission in today's Army-including the Army
Reserve and Army National Guard.

JMU Skiers
Killington Winterbreak
Ski feSt

Jan 1-5

(Jan 5-10 also available)
• 5 day ski pass good for all
6 mountains
• 5 nights kitchen equipped
condo
• LUV benefits
* Buses available
From

$163.00
Contact:
Ricky Wingen x7461
Kim Gibson x5748

Cpt. Christopher S. Kentch

ARMY ROTC
Dept. of Military Science
BE ALL YOU CAN BE (Army ROTC) 568-6264/6355
Military Science courses offer challenge, Interest, and excltment. Try one ot our courses without obligation! A
look at some ot the courses offered this spring appears below. Choose the class that Interests you and try It with us
In the spring.
LEADERSHIP LABORATORY, MSC1100,1 Credit, 1 Section.
A laboratory in leadership development stressing the application of leadership principles, responsibilities of the
leader and affording experiences through practical exercises. Hands-on training at the Army National Guard Armory
and other local training sites. Good course to see if Army ROTC is for you. (Th 1505-1705) Sec.0901, SD 201.
INTRODUCTION TO ORIENTEERING, MSCI102/PE 152,2 Credits, 2 Sections.
This first block course introduces the student to the international sport of Orienteering. It provides an opportunity to
gain an understanding of map and compass use and enhances the student's enjoyment of the outdoors. Local
2nd nation?competition available. (M-W-F 1000-1145) Sec.0401, SD 201 & (M-W-F 1400-1545) Sec.0402, SD 201.
INTRODUCTION TO ROTC, MSC1105,1 Credit, 4 Sections.
This course will introduce the student to the Reserve Officer Training Corps (ROTC) Program; The roles of the Active
Army National Guard and Reserves; and an Introduction to Basic Leadership Principles.Also covered "'"be curSends in Army Developments and Improvements. (Tu 1505-1555) Sec.0001, SD 201; (Th 0800-0850) Sec.0002. SD
201; ( M-W 1000-1050) Sec.0301, SD 201; (M-W 1400-1450) Sec.0302, SD 201.

ART OF MILITARY LEADERSHIP. MSCI 220. 2 Credits, 1 Section.
Leadership can be learned. Learn about yourself and your ability
as a leader. This course looks at how small group leadership problems can be Identified and solved; additionally, the course
studies psychological, physiological, sociological and environmental factors which affect human behavior. (T-Th
1340-1430) Sec.0001, SD 201.

SELF-SERVICE
COPIES

- 4tt< Try Kinko's. For great copies.
And great deals.

open earry. Open lateOpen
1010 South Main
Next to Wampler Theatre
433-9287

AUTPnMITS

6-Pack
* Includes

5 quarts of Big A oil
with filter

CURRENT CIVIL-MILITARY ISSUES. MSCI 250. 2 Credits, 1 Section.
•Are you up on current issues'5 Explore and analyze issues of national importance as they apply to the military, national defense,
and society at large. Current issues to be covered this semester
include Military and the News Media, Arms Control and National
Security. The Stalagic Defense Initiative, and the Crisis in Latin
America. (T-Th 1050-1140)Sec.0001, SD 201.

Sale Price

$7.88

We also make keys
Mon-Fri 7:30 am - 6 pm
Sat 8 am - 4 pm
60 E. Rock St., Harrlsonburg
434-4418

* Pre-Holiday Sale •

I

Nov. 21-23 Thursday through Saturday

Body Notions
(Just down from Nautilus)

20 off all leotards & tights
30% off all warm-ups
20% off men's tennis wear
Up to 50% off on all children's leotards
Hours 10-5Mon. -Sat.
10 • 7 Fri.
434-4651

Asahi Aerobic shoes $29.95
30% off ladies tennis wear
Capezzio ballet shoes $74.99
up to 60% off on selected merchandise
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The AT&T Card eliminates fumbling with coins
and hassling over bills.
The AT&T Card: The fast, egyy wPy
tp call long distance- from anywhere
to anywhere, anytime^ The AT&T Card makes

keeping in touch with friends and family a lot more
convenient when you're at school.
You'll be able to get through on almost any public
phone-on campus or off-without bothering with
coins. And you'll actually pay up to 50^ less than for
AT&T collect, third-party or coin state-to-state calls.
In feet, for most calls, it's the lowest rate next to
direct dialing. And there's no charge to order the
Card; no minimum usage fee.
You can also use your card to make calls from
other people's rooms: the charge will show up on your

Sd^T

Noneedto

^»Uectoroha^ittoa

YoHjlalsoeliminatealotofhassleifvousharea
phone with roommates. With the AT&T cZ JouTl
get your own separate monthly bill iteming onT
your caUs. Youll pay more per call thanT™u2ed
d^ect-but youll save a lot of headachesVZX
figure out who owes what.
*
As you can see, the AT&T Card eliminates all

-
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Complete and mail to: The AT&T Card, College Program,
P.O. Box 5362, Cincinnati, OH 45201- 5362
Please Print

APPLICANT INFORMATION

Applicant's Full Name (Last, First, Middle)

Date of Birth

Street Address (college)

Apt#

Telephone Number (college)
(

City

State

How long at address

)

Zip Code

Number of Dependents
Including Spouse

mos.

yrs.

Social Security Number

College Telephone is in
□ own name

Q roommate's name D spouse's name

Name of Parent/Guardian

Address

Are you a
US. Citizen?

Citizenship

D do not have a phone in my room

City

D Other

State

Zip Code

Parent/Guardian Telephone No.
(

□ Yes

)

D No

COLLEGE AND EMPLOYMENT INFORMATION
Student Status
□ Full Time
□ Part-Time

College Name

Major

Graduation Date

Student Housing
DDorm □ Kent-House/Apt DOwn D Parents
□ Fraternity/Sorority D Relatives
Other
Present Position
Present Employer

How long?
yrs.

D Fr
□ Soph

□ Grad
□ Sr
Degree: □ Associate Degree
7] Bachelor
D Graduate
Monthly Housing
Payment

Monthly Income
From Present Job
$_
Annual Amount
of Other Income

mos.

□ Grant, Scholarship
n Summer Job

Source of Other Income
(check any which apply)
□ Allowance
D Other (identify)

□ Jr

FINANCIAL INFORMATION
Credit references (include charge accounts, installment contracts, finance co., credit cards, rent, etc.).
Give complete list of all amounts owing.
____^_
Type of Account

City/State

Name of Creditor

Student Loan

Financed by

Auto/Motorcycle (Yr. & Model)

Financed by

Monthly
Payments

Balance Due

Other Obligations
□ Checking
□ Savings

□ Both Checking
& Savings

Bank Name

City

State

□ Checking
D Savings

□ Both Checking
&Savings

Bank Name

City

State

ADDRESS WHE
Address

ANT BILL MAILED (card will bgmolled to this address)
Zip
City/State
Box*

-■

Phone where you may be reached
(
)

i
.
tn. •
tn the account in accordance with the terms of the applicable tariffs as explained in the AT*T Card Account Agreement which
AlM SSi appSon is approved. I understand that my^T Card Account .s subject to a maximum monthly usage limit of $100. I
.v . •
■-— Mthpred about me will be assessed to determine my eligibility for the AT»T Card Account. If I ask, I will be told whether or
ImiWW thatinformation »S^S£SSaZAA»lSm and addresses of the credit bureau that provided the reports. I am aware that I must notify
AT«T of any address changes.

SIGNATURE: X.
N«t» In order to be considered for an AT*T Card, you must complete and sign this application.
XfssionritnydThT.nlormation requested in this apphcat.on may be grounds for demal.

.Date.

1.

FOR RESEARCH ONLY
During an average month how much do you spend on long distance
telephone calls to places outside your area code?

AT&T
U . -

© 1985 AT*T Communications

The right choice.
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Viewpoint
Bills in the news
Recent bills proposed or acted on in the Student Government
Association are, we feel, important enough to offer some comment
upon. They affect all aspects of student4ife at JMU, from academics
to campus safety, and they offer a way to better that life.
Two recent proposals call for increasing the lighting available in
several areas of the campus. The Village and McGraw-Long, two areas
mentioned in these bills, are in need of better lighting. Several areas
are not mentioned in these bills that Buildings and Grounds should try
to improve. Areas around the new Phillips Center and some of the
parking areas furthest from campus could use better lighting.
Although last year lighting was improved somewhat, more needs to be
done with the constant expansion of the JMU campus. A well-lit campus is a safer one.
Several weeks ago a bill was proposed that asked PC Dukes to increase the amount of contract money spent on food at the new facility
to $2.50. Currently the amount is $2.15, which hardly buys enough for a
reasonably well-balanced or filling meal. Students are choosing to use
that money to get a pizza, rather than something more well-balanced.
Unless PC Dukes chooses to offer a contract special like the old
Dukes' Grill, food services seriously should consider this proposal.
The senate, two weeks ago, passed a bill to publicize academic
grievance committees on each professor's syllabus and on department bulletin boards. This is a positive step toward a check on faculty.
Many times students have legitimate complaints about teachers and
do not know what to do about it. With JMU putting a greater emphasis
on academics, this proposal is a good way to let the students join in
on that emphasis. Teachers are not above complaints, and students
should be aware of that.
The above editorial is the opinion of The Breeze's editorial board.
The board consists of editorial editor Brian Rawdon, assistant editorial editor
Charles Lundy, editor Gwen Fariss, and managing editor Cay Fultz.
Opinions expressed in Viewpoint and Reader's Forum are not necessarily those of
the students, faculty, or administration of JMU.

This "Accuracy" isn't accurate at ail
Efforts to make people conform to one particular position or ideology are almost always
justified with lofty-sounding rhetoric, such as the
need to protect our country from subversion or the
need to preserve order. The New Right has just
come up with a new excuse for intimidating those
who don't agree with its ideology: to protect college students from "misinformed" or
"inaccurate" teaching.
This fall, a new national organization was
founded called "Accuracy in Academia." While
AIA claims to "combat the dissemination of
misinformation" on our college campuses, it
epitomizes the New Right's theory of education, in
which diverse points of view and the free flow of
ideas are seen as un-American activities.
When AIA was announced this summer, many
were horrified by its rhetoric, but few took it
seriously. AIA, however, is emerging as a formidible institution. It already has volunteers on about
150 college campuses across the country and has
, raised $50,000 of a $160,000 annual budget.
It comes as no surprise that this new watchdog
group isn't, concerned, as the name suggests, with
upgrading the quality of education at our nation's
institutions of higher learning. It's not interested in
encouraging academic freedom or balance in the
classroom. Instead, it is designed to intimidate

those who are teaching what AIA's first director
calls "incorrect information which leads to conclusions that may be distasteful from the point of
view of our national heritage or national security
— just plain bad facts."
Take, for example. Dr. Mark Reader's political
science course at Arizona State University. According to AIA, it constitutes "anti-nuclear propaganda" because it overemphasizes such things as
"fears of nuclear war, power and weapons." It
isn't "verifiable" facts AIA is worried about, it's

Guest Spot
Anthony Podesta
"bad" facts. Take Cynthia McClintock, an
associate professor of political science at George
Washington University. Her course syllabus includes U.S. government papers and a textbook put
out by the conservative Hoover Institution. But
she's on AIA's list because she shows a film that is
critical of the U.S.-backed contras in Nicaragua.
AIA logic dictates that there is only one correct
way to teach students about our involvement in
Vietnam, one true cause of the Civil War and one
acceptable interpretation of Franklin Roosevelt's

presidency. And if a professor doesn't toe AIA's
line, he or she will be investigated by AIA, perhaps
pressured to change the content of the course or
vilified in AIA's new national newsletter. And it's
not just professors who are being intimidated.
Students will wonder if their future might suffer by
asking questions or revealing their political beliefs
and ideas.
Such chilling activities are highly inappropriate
anywhere. They seem particularly offensive on a
university campus, where teaching different viewpoints and interpretations is an integral part of the
education process. The losers in AIA's efforts are
ultimately the students.
Any effort to limit the exchange of ideas leads to
the "dumbing down" of education as a whole.
Those who are trying to keep "biased" facts or
bad ideas out of the college classroom are
following in the tradition of those who want to
keep the teaching of evolution out of high school
science classes, and who want to censor "Romeo
and Juliet." They have forgotten that the purpose
ot education is to teach students to grapple with
complexities and learn how to think, not what to
think.

Anthony Podesta, a non-student, is president of
People For The American Way.
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Readers' Forum
Campusquote
"What Is your favorite thing about
JMU?

"The people that go
to school here, and
the guys I live with."
Tim Peyton
junior
psychology

Relief

SGA organizing aid for flood victims

To the editor:
holidays. But working together, the students of
I am appealing to all students for their support JMU with their reputation of generosity and
in helping vicitms of the recent flooding. After dependability have the potential to accomplish
waiting more than 230 student leaders, I am confi- much. The SGA is providing the umbrella of
dent that we students are capable of coming to the organization and encourages any and all organizaaid of our neighbors in the community. I commend tions to join in this relief effort. Students wishing
the students who have already taken this initiative to donate their energies, money or time should
and strongly encourage others to get involved.
contact me.
The Student Government Association has
It's up to you to make the difference.
undertaken the responsibility to organize student
response to the disaster situation. Two areas
students can help in are the Adopt a Family proHelen MacNabb
gram and the Student Relief Force
president
I realize the academic crunch is on as we near the
Student Government Association

f*

Honor code challenged

"People seem to care
more about you here
than at the school I
transferred from."
Lisa Hurst
sophomore
business

"The puppy chow
and turkey farm
odor."
Mary Ann Grooms
junior
communication arts

To the editor:
Recent articles and Honor Council meeting have
been very concerned about student response to the
question "Would you report an honor code violation?" Since this is the question that is being used
to measure the effectiveness of the honor code,
then I assume that the Honor Council believes the
purpose of an honor code is to instill fear in
students that their classmates will "rat" on them.
In reference to the The Breeze editorial on Nov. 4,
this honor code may move us away from a situation where the faculty are responsible for policing
students. Frankly, I would much rather have the
faculty policing me than less objective fellow
students.
I transferred to JMU from a school with a very
effective honor system. Freshmen there soon
realize that cheating, which may have been a minor

violation or even a joke in high school, was a very
serious offence that reflected on one's character.
Because of this attitude most students would never
consider cheating or plagiarizing.
I am not against students reporting others'
honor code violations;-this certainly has its place
in an effective honor system. However, this
should not be the major concern of those studying
the issue. If the Honor Council's goal is to instill a
sense of honor, integrity, and self-respect in each
student, then a better measure of the effectiveness
of the code is a response to the question, "Would
you ever consider violating the honor code?"
Katie Tremper
senior
economics

WMRA is student supported

"The psychology
department is my
favorite thing."
Tim Gorman
senior
psychology

"All the extra auricular things you can
do here."
Jennl Wakelleid
senior
.
communication arts

To the editor
Steve Malo's enthusiasm for the creation of
WJMR is clear but he also, perhaps unknowingly,
mindlessly misconstrues various realities. He suggests that WJMR would be a station of the
students very own that plays real music, in contrast to WMRA which is a local station that plays
only classical and jazz music.
The question of what is "real" music is perhaps
only a matter of taste, but Mr. Malo may want to
study the history of music before he next chooses
to neglect the merit of "other" music which continues to be enjoyed, performed and thought about
hundreds of years after its composition. What will

Letters policy
Student responses in Campusquote are not
necessarily representative of the ten tire JMU
population.
Compiled by Cathy Sparkman
Photos by Ming Leong.

The Breeze welcomes letters to ihe editor from all
readers. Lelters should be typed and include the writer's
name, phone number, academic year and major
Letters without this information cannot be published.
Letters should be mailed to the editorial editor. The
Breeze, Communication Arts Department, JMU, Har-

we remember of Adam Ant 100 years from now?
As for the "local" station, it serves the Shenandoah Valley, more than 80 percent of its staff are
students, it is supported by many JMU faculty
members and has the best news programs on radio.
There are also (no lie) some students who listen to
WMRA, unhappily suggesting to Mr. Malo that
his hopes for total student support for WJMR may
go unfulfilled.
Andrew Warner
senior
music

risonburg VA 22807. Letters may also be dropped off in
The Breeze office in the basement of Anthony-Seeger
Hall.
All letters are subject to editing for clarity and to meet
space limitations.
\
Opinions on the Reader's Fojirm pages are not
necessarily those of The Breeze sfaff.
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Panhellenic and Interfraternal
Councils
WEEK OF GIVING
November 18 23
Activities:
Button Sale
Best Letters Contest
Hot dog Sale

Mon. 18th-23rd
Mon. 18th-23rd
Mon. 18th

W.C.C.
W.C.C.

Greek Row and Village dorms

Blood Drive

Thurs.21st

W.C.C. Ballroom

Happy Hour

Fri. 22nd 4-6 P.M.

Pi Kappa Phi and
Sigma Pi Epsllon

3KRun

Sat. 23rd

Harrisonburg

Come help and give us your
support!
For more information:,
call 5685297

Dm

Captain D's
4 Great Sandwiches
Seafood Club Sandwich Platter.. $2.65
• Delicious lish fillet on a toasted sesame seed bun • crispy
bacon • mellow American cheese • tomato slices
• chopped lettuce • special sauce • natural-cut trench
fries • fresh cole slaw

Sandwich Only $1.65

29^UBERTYSf 434-8706
THE LATEST SOUNDS
tues
*K Pledge
sppnspr
night

Giant Fish Sandwich Plotter..... $2.79
• 2 delicious fish fillets on a big toasted bun with tartar sauce
• natural-cut trench tries • fresh cole slaw

Sandwich Only $1.79

Fish Sandwich Platter.

,

$2.19

• Delicious tish fillet on a toasted sesame seed bun • chopped
lettuce • special sauce • natural-cut trench fries • treshcole
slow

Sandwich Only $1.39

Captain's Double Burger
Platter.

$2.45

wed

• 2 beef patties on a toasted bun • cheese • mustard
• catsup • pickles • onions • served with natural-cut trench
fries • fresh cole slow

Sandwich Only $1.35

Captain D's
seafood & hamburgers
Drive Thru & Restaurant
Open Daily 10:45 a.m.
»
SunThurs til 10 p.m • Fri & Sat til 11 p.m.
Rl 33E & 181 • Cose to the Mall • Harnsonburg e 433 6565

MODERN
LOGIC

■■
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world
Volcano eruption traps survivors
ARMERO, Columbia (AP) — Small groups of
survivors trapped on hills waved frantically for
help Saturday as rescue helicopters lifted people
out of the desolation of mud and debris left by
Colombia's volcano eruption.
The helicopters plucked survivors off hills,
out of trees and from a mudflat that is a mile
wide at some points.
As rescuers struggled to reach survivors, Colombian officials reported that more than 21,500
people were dead or missing from the destruc-

India gives Rajneesh
a hero's welcome
NEW DELHI, India (AP) — Guru Bhagwan
Shree Rajneesh, ousted from the United States
in an immigration scandal, returned early Sunday to India and a hero's welcome by red-robed
devotees who scattered rose petals and chanted,
"Bhagwan, we love you."
Rajneesh, 53, who was jailedVfor 12 days in
the United States, told reporters^ the New
Delhi airport that America "is just a wretched
country."
The guru, who founded a free love commune
in Oregon, smiled and waved as he walked on a
carpet of flowers to a waiting gray Mercedes
Benz that took him to a luxurious hotel.

Reagan arrives safely
in Geneva for summit
GENEVA (AP) - President Reagan headed
for Geneva Saturday night to make Una
preparations for this week's summit as Soviet
officials, keeping up a presummit media blitz
urged joint U.S.-Soviet efforts to solve regional
conflicts such as in the Middle East.

tion unleashed in this Andean valley late
Wednesday night and early Thursday.
A wall of mud created by snow melted by the
Nevado del Ruiz volcano and a swollen river
roared down the Armero Valley, burying this
town, about 105 miles northwest of Bogota, and
partially destroying 13 villages.
The Colombian Ministry of Health said
Saturday that at least 21,559 persons were dead
or missing in Armero and other towns in the
valley, another 19,185 were homeless and at
least 2,453 were seriously injured.
Reagan and his top officials have made it
clear that in approximately nine hours of talks
with Soviet leader Mikhail S. Gorbachev the
United States expects no breakthroughs on the
major issue of nuclear arms control.
The summit begins Tuesda, when Reagan
hosts Gorbachev. On Wednesday Gorbachev
will receive Reagan, and the two may meet
again briefly Thursday.
It will be the first top-level U.S.-Soviet
meeting in more than six years and the 11th
since World War II.

Russia gives 10 people
exit visas to America
MOSCOW (AP) — Irina McCellan, barred
11 years from joining her American husband,
was left in the dark by Soviet officials Saturday
and "afraid to believe" reports sweeping the
"refusenik" community that she and nine
others soon will get exit visas.
U S officials in Washington said the Kremlin
had agreed four days before the Geneva summit
to release 10 Soviet citizens - eight with
American spouses, one with relatives m the
United States and one with dual U.S.-Soviet
citizenship.

COUNCIL BLUFFS, Iowa (AP) 'Bill Watson says he doesn't think he get oW*«
working, but he's certainly willing J****;
Watson, 29. won the $4 million jackpot in he
Iowa Lottery, the first jackpot awarded in tne
state game that began Aug. 22.
Watson's total winnings of Wjg
amount to $200,050 in annual.income^ below
taxes, over the next 20 years, said lottery official
Bonnie Waseskuk.

Jeoff Capes regains
strongest-man title
CASCAIS, Portugal (AP) - British Olympic
shot putter Geoff Capes has "■««**£
world's-strongcst-man title by hauling a tisn.ng
boat to shore singlehanded.
. ,
Eight competitors from seven countries na

DENVER (AP) — A judge has ordered the
U.S. government and Shell Oil Co. to pay the
estimated $357 million to $1.9 billion in costs
to clean up the Rocky Mountain Arsenal, the
state attorney general's office said Saturday.
The 27-square-mile arsenal northeast of
Denver has been described as one of the most
polluted pieces of real estate in the nation.
U.S. District Court Judge Jim R. Carrigan
made the ruling late Friday in a lawsuit filed
in December 1983 by Colorado against the
federal government and Shell, state Attorney
General Duane Woodard said in a statement.
The arsenal was contaminated during the
40 years of production of deadly chemical
weapons and toxic commercial pesticides,
several of which are now banned. Munitions
and toxic chemical agents such as nerve gas
also were defused there.

Rev. Moon delivers
speech at conference
McAFEE, N.J. (AP) — The Rev. Sun
Myung Moon, delivering the first speech
since his release from prison this summer, on
Saturday asked the world's religious leaders
to join a "movement of purification."
Moon, who served 13 months for tax evasion, addressed more than 600 people from
75 countries who were flown to this rural
community by Moon's Unification Church
for a week-long conference on the common
roots of the world's religions.
The conference, under the theme
"Recovering the Classical Heritage," is projected as the first of three such gatherings to
be held every four years.

state

by the way
Lottery winner says
he wont be bored

U.S. government, Shell
will pay for cleanup
in midwest arsenal

ed eiRht-ton trucks singlehanded, hoisted wine
SiSi over their heads and raced carrymg
200-pound sacks in three days of events on the
beaches of this resort.
The eight musclemen also joined forces to
pull a 33-ton Boeing 737 airliner 55 yards at
Lisbon Airport.

State lottery may be
valid way to raise
money, report shows
RICHMOND (AP) — State Senate
Finance Committee Chairman Edward E.
Willey, though not taking a firm position,
says a state lottery might be a valid way to
raise extra money.
"We know it's going to be discussed and
cussed next session," the Richmond
Democrat said, "and a lot of churchmen are
opposed to it. But we have to find the money
down here. It's important to examine all
sources of revenue."
Virginia could net about $104 million a
year from a lottery, according to a study.
But the report, issued Friday, said there is
no promise that a lottery would make a dent
in numbers rackets that serve as underground
lotteries now.

Zoo officials say
Ling-Ling is pregnant
WASHINGTON (AP) — National Zoo officials are just about positive that Ling-Lingthe
SS panda is pregnant and wul give birth
before the end of the year, a zoo spokesman
^We'wodd be very surprised if she wasn't
pregnant," zoo spokesman Mike Morgan said.
'•We're almost sure but not absolutely.
I inn-Ling, who lives at the zoo's panda house
Jh her mate. Hsing-Hsing. has given birth
Twice before, but one cub died shortly after
birth and the other was stillborn.
-

V
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• Lunch Buffet Now

7 DAYS A WEEK

11 am-2 pm Just $3.39

MONDAY

7 pm-9 pm Just $3.39

TUESDAY

4 pm -11 pm Lg. Dine-In Only

Pre-Football Buffet
• Half- Price Pizza
• Happy Hour Prices

SUNDAY, MONDAY

During NFL Games

2 Wide Screen TV's
Private Party Room
Group Rates
Salad Bar, Pasta, Sandwiches
Regular and Pan Crust

FAST FREE DELIVERY

433-0606
Cloverleaf Shopping Center

«*>

I Dinner Special*. Dinner Special - | Dinner Special |

■ Medium 1 Topping'" Medium 1 Topping I
■ Large
I
Pizza
Pizza
u
Plus 2 Free Cokes 11 Plus 2 Free Cokes |
I Plus 4
(Reg. crust only)
- (Reg. crust only) _
(Reg.

■

I

$6.50
Include* Tax

With coupon, Expires
12-31-85

n

II

$6.50
IncludM Ta»

ii

With coupon, Expires
12-31-85
1

I

1 Topping i
Pizza
11
Free Cokes - I
crust only)

$8.50
IncludM Tan

With coupon, Expires
12-31-85

■

•i

Dinner Special
Large

1 Topping
Pizza
Plus 4 Free Cokes
(Reg. crust only)

$8.50

I
I
I

Include* Tan

With coupon, Expires
12-31-85
^1

